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ABSTRACT
Ailsa-eodd modulatiosi (FCM) iHikta poiilbl« a truifiBlislon
system in irhloh the ultimate eigoal-to-noise ratio at the receiver
is independent of the distance tpanned, provided that noiie peaks
at the receiver remain below a tharply^defined threehold value of
approzinately half the signal ttreofth* ^he advantages of such a
lystem for long-distanee oommunioations are apparent* ^hese ad-
vantages must be ureighedf however^ against the increased bandwidth
required for tx*ansmission in any particular application*
The generation of a puls»-code signal involves three
distinct processes I •aiq>ling of the intelligence signal^ quanti-
•ation of the sample* and coding of the "site" tbis detemined*
The ooBdt>ined processes of sampling and quantisation give rise to a
distortion signal recenbling randCM noise in its freqiMncy distri-
bir^oa throughout the spectrum*
In order to permit future studies of coding equipment of
Tarious types* a decoder has been designed and built to combine
aooura^ and flexibility at the expense of simplicity* A ICM
system has been assembled* using this decoder in oonjunotion with
a coder previously developed at the Research laboratory of Eleo-
tromics* Investigations of frequency response and distortion
(with and without en interfering signal at the input to the decoder)




FCM ii a rtlatlToly nair oonoopt in th* aomnunioations
rieXdf and affords ajqplo opportunity for further invoitigationi
Tho prinoiplo design problem to bo not is timplifioation of
oquipmonti appliovbica of PCM to most practioal oMiuunioationi
problims awaits dcralopmont adoci^ theso linos*

CHAPTEH I
SOMT? ASPECTS OF PULSE- CODE MODUUTIOH
sons fo" Interest in PCM
Pulse-oode modulation (PCIi)) it a technique for the transniission
of intelligence that virtually oliminates distance as a factor in qual-
ity of reception. Signal reproduction is uniform at all distances up
to the point where noise peaks at the receiver input exceed a sharply
defined threshold level of one-half the peak-to-peak signal an^litude*
For many potential applications of PCM repeater equipment can be instal-
led before this distance has bean reached, and the signal rejuvenated
•without reduction in quality. Since there is no cumulative buildup
of noise from one repeater station to the next, there is no limit on
ultimate transmission path length* Distortion in the system can bo
reduced to any desired percentage by proper design of terminal equip-
Mnt.
In addition to these unique qualities, PCM enjoys the advemtages
hared by all pulse modulation systems* Principle among these are posN*
er conservation (at the expense of increased transmission bandwidth)
and adaptability to multiplexing by time division*
Smanary of Processes Involved in PCM
In a PCii system the intelligence signal to be transmitted does
not operate directly on the carrier wave (or suboarrier) as it does in
other modulation methods* The signal amplitude is oa: pled at regular
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intervals and the lainpled amplitude caused to vary the width or ampli*
tude of a pulse generated at the coder. Thus a width-modulated or ainp»
litude-modulated pulse train is formed. The varying dimention of each
pulse is than measured in discrete steps or quanta to give a numerical
Taluo for its '*8ize'*« These values are then encoded and the resultant
code signal is used to modulate the carrier imve* The nature of the
transmitted signal is thus seen to be sinilar to that of a radiotele-
graph signal* At the receiver the incoming signal is demodulated and
decoded] the decoded "sizes" are uied to generate another modulated
pulse train differing from that formed at the transmitter only in the
fact that the pulses are quantised in width or amplitude* This pulse
train is than demodulated by means of a low-pass filter*
Sampling
Sanpling is a process com^.on to all types of pulse modulation*
Fourier analysis of a pulse train of repetition frequency p anplitude-
modulated b a sinusoidal signal of frequency q reveals the presence
of the frequencies q, np, and np ± q (n is an integer) in the result-
ing spectrum* Since deroodulation is accomplished by means of a low-
pass filter and since it is d?sired to have only the frequency q pre-
sent in the output, it is apparent that the pulse repetition frequency
(•anpling rate) p must be at least twice the highest frequency compon-
ent of the modulating signal* If this condition is met and if an ideal
lo»>pas8 filter of cutoff frequency p/2 is used for demodulation, no
distortion results from the saB^pling process lirtien other factors do not
come into consideration* For any practical output filter, p must of
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oourse be somewh.it higher than this ralue.
Similar analyaii of a width-modulated pul«« train rereals the
presence of the frequencies q, np, and np "i* mq (m ia an integer, inde-
pendent of n) as oomponente of the spectrum* Since corapanents of the
type np . nq can fall into the pass band of any filter u8od« no exact
criterion for sanpling rate can be stated. Amplitudes of these differ-
ence oomponsints fall off fairly rapidly, however j for sampling rates
four or five times the highest audio component spurious signals in the
audio band are negligible, and quite satisfactory results are obtained
sampling rate is only twice the highest audio component.
The process of quantieatlon may be thought of as analagous to the
representation of the value of tt to any given number of significant
figures* Quantisation distortion results just as residual error re-
sults from the analogous process* This distortion has been investigated
by several vrriters, and the theoretical results are shown in Figure I-l,
together with the "staircase" tra sfer function that characterizes the
quantisation process* As the number of levels N used to cover the peak-
to-peak amplitude of tho signal is increased the curve becomes asyc^
O 817totlo to the hyperbola D/,^^\ s jjiriii, Sxaot fonmxlae for the cases
involving smaller values of N vary somewhat with method of setting up
the problem) observed values will vary appreciably with changes in in-
pat amplitude and d*o* level with respect to the treads or risers of























The combined processes of sa.npling ojid quantitation produce a
ifli^/riad of oomponents in the frequency spectrum of the resultant signal,
quite similar in nature to random noise* LCany of these oomponents fall
in the audio band passed by the output filter, producing the charaoter-
istic "quantisation noise" noticeable in the decoded and filtered signal.
Coding
The binary system of numbers, or sogw siodification thereof, has
been used for coding in all PCM systems developed or suggested to date*
In the binary systen digits may take on only the values or !• Ilujrv-
bers are made up in the sane manner as in the decimal system, but eaoh
digit is associated with a power of two instead of ten. Thus the numb«
er 109 in the decimal system (ixlO^ / 0x10' / 9x10 ) becomes 1101101
in the binary system (1x2® / 1x2^ / 0x2^ / IxZ^ / 1x2^ / 0x2 / 1x2°).
The pretence or absence of a pulse at a given time in the operating
cycle is used to indicate the digit value 1 or 0*
Other coding schemes might be employed, but the binary system
lends itself admirably for two pz*inciple reasons* ^'irst, encoding and
deooding at high speeds by means of fairly simple circuitry is possible.
Second, the "on** or "off" nature of the digit pulses makss for a sharp
noise threshold, since the receiving equipment need but distinguish be-
tween the presence or absence of a digit pulse*
Synchronitation
Ifiost PCI^ systems operate in such a sianner that digit pulses are
produced in continuous seq^ience (no interval between the groups msVing
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up the oode signals for sucoessive samples)* Sob« B»ans of synohronit-
Ing the decoder with the coder mast therefore be employed in order that
th© code groups irill be properly sorted* In most of the experimental
systems that have been developed to date a separately transmitted synch-
ronising signal is used to look in the decoder timing circuits* '^his
scheme is satisfactory for laboratory experimental worki the added
transmission link oan be avoided by the use of some method of marking
one pulse of the series forming the complete cycle*
Bandwidth 'Requirements
Offhand, it would appear that the bandwidth requirements for PCM
would be prohibitive; all pulse modulation systems are notorious con-
sumers of bandvddth^ and in PCM the number of pulses transmitted per
unit time is multiplied by a factor of N, the number of binary digits
used in the code* An N-fold increase in bandwidth requirement ndght b«
expected* Fortunately, this is not the case* V/hereas in other pulse
modulation schemes the information is carried by the shape of the pul-
sesy in PCM pulse shape is not important* A bandwidth sufficient to
allow the change from peak aimplitude to sero amplitude in one digit re-
petition period fully meets the requiremonts for transmission of PCM*
Oreig* has deTeloped a simple formula relating transmission
bandwidth and highest component frequency of the modulating signal
i
.80F/fh* 1-8 li^
TD is the allowabxc quani^iEatioti distortion in percent* his ez^
pression is derived from the hyperbolic approximation for quantisation
distortion, and hence gives accurate results only for lo\v value? of D»
Single sideband transmission is assuned*




PCM DaveloomentB to Date
The three basic prlnoiplea of pulse-oodo raodulation were fonaul-
ated in the 1920 's by R. A. Heising and ?• !'• Jain«y« In 1921 i<ainty
vai issued a patent* oovering a syste.m for the tranajnission of facsirlle
over oonTentional telegraph facilities* In this patent he proposed
quantisation of the signal to be traiismitted (ie., substitution of the
nearest one of a finite numbsr of discrete amplitude levels for tlie
aotual amplitude of the signal) and coding of the result to facilit-
A
ate transmission* In 1928 Heising xSlB issued a patent oovering
a means of driving his "constant current" modulator. In this patent h«
proposed sa.-.pling of an audio signal ac a supersonic frequenoyj and
thus bccajQO the pioneer in tha entire field of pulse modulation*
In 1936 A* H. Reeves oombined the ideas of i^ising and Hainey
to produce th'? first pulse code modulation system* In iiii coder the
audio signal is sainpled to nroduoe a Itagth-ioodulaoed pulse train*
Lengths of the individual pulses are then quantised by counting the
number of oscillations from a fixed-frequency oscillator occurring
during the pulse. A binary counter performs this function and its
oounn for each pulse is transmitted in binary digits , using a separate
transmitting frequency for each digit* In the decoder a similar count-
ing circuit is set to the coder's count by the received signal , and
counting is resumed* A pulse dependent in leigth an the time required
• Rainoy, P.M., "Transmission System") U. S. Patent 1,608,527 (I92l)«
t Heising, R.A., "Transmission System") U.S. Patent 1,655,543 (1928)
• Reeves, A.H*, "Transmission System" i U*S, Patent 2,272,070 (1942).
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to reach faturatlon of the counter is generated for each group of di-
gl-G pulses reoelvedy and the resultant length-mochilated pulse train is
demodulated by a low-pass filter.
iiodifi cation 8 of Reeves* basic syste'^i have been produced for
experimental purposes at Federal '-'•'•leoommunications laboratories* and
at Boll Telephone laboratories. In both systems time division of the
digii: pulses takes the place of the frequency division used by ^eves,
and nultiplexing of eight audio signals is aoooraplished by oonBmitator
circuits in the transmitter and receiver. Details of the decoding
circuits are not available; it is known, hoirever, that in the B»T«L*
system decoding is inverse to coding ( ie*, a counting schOTie ), while
in the F.T.L* system the individual digit pulses trigger circuits which
produce pulses of length proportional to digit weight, and the outputs
of these circuits are fed in parallel to the low-pass filter demodulator*
*
Another experimental systei. designed at B.T.L. is of the Feed-
back Subtraction " type. In the coder of this system the audio signal
is used to modulate the amplitudes of the sampling pulses, ^"he samples
are then compared in an^litude with a reference step voltage which takes
on successive values of 16, 8, 4, 2, and 1 units ( where 31 is the nax-
ioua sample amplirude )i whenever the sarple exceeds the value of the
reference voltage a digit pulse is transmitted and the sartple is re«
duced in amplitude by an amount equal to the reference voltage, ^hus
• CJrieg, D.D., "Pulse ^ount ^-odulation System"; Sleo. Com., 24^ 5
(Sept., 1947), 84.
t Black, H.S. and Edson, J*0** "PCM Equipment" i Eleo. Sag** 66, H
(Mov., 1947), lliiS.
• Ooodall, V<,M., "Telephony by Pulse Code i^dulation"i Bell Sys.
• Tech. Jnl., 26, 3 (July, 1947), 396«
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it is seen that binary digits are transmitted in order of descending
weight* In the decoder, operation is almost the same^ except that in
this MM tn initial full-magnitude (31 units ) sample is cut down by
the incoming pulses, each reducing the sample's amplitude b\ its bin-
ary weight.
A third ( and by ftir the nost elabo-ate ) experimental system
#designed at B«T.L« it of the " Instani^aneous ^oo^riscxa " type* A
special coding tube of the cathode ray type is used in the transmit-
ter* Amplitude-modulated pulse samples are applied to the vertical de-
flection plates of this tube and the electron beam is swept across the
tube at the height determined by each sample* An aperture plate passes
or blocks the beami passage through openings in the aperture plate
causes current flow in the anode circuit* The openings in the apert-
ura plate are cut so at to produce the series of binary code digit pul-
lat corresponding to the height of the beam* Dsooding is 'icoompllshed
^ aaans of a simple ringing circuit pulsed with equal surges of cur-
rent for eaoh digit pulse receiired sind san^led one pulse interval aftar
the last digit} time constant and oscillation frequency of the circuit
are such that at this instant the slope of the ware form is eero, and
the oom^ponent of amplitude contributed by each digit pulse corresponds
to the pulse's binary weight* It is to be noted that this decoder re-
quires that the digit pulses arrire in inrerse order ( ie*« lowest
waight first )*
^ MMtehaBf L*A*y and Peterson, E*« "An Experimental Pulse Code





During the spring of this year a ooder has been develooed at the
M*I«T« S«i«arch Laboratory of Electronics by Mr. B. D. i>inith,* It la
of a feedback type, but employs radically different methods fro ':hose
of the B.T.L. feedback system. A resistance network fed by "flip-
flop " circuits establishes the reference voltage, and the eucoes iva
Talues of this voltage are compared v/ith the sar:ple» ^ch comparison
results in a change of the reference voltage, ^hen the sarple exceeds
the reference in amplitude a digit pulse is transmitted and the refer-
ence is increased by an amount corresponding to the weight of the next
digit, "hen the reference exceeds the saruple no digit pulse i« trans-
mitted, and the reference voltage is decreased by the amount corres-
ponding to the weight of the next digit. Accurate coding is made pos-
sible in tViis circuit by the fact that reference levels ara es ablished
•ntirely by the resistance network fed from stable voltage sources*
A decoder was dereloped at M.I.T* during the past spring by
Mr. E. P. estfall and Mr. A. M. Bettis. A ringing circuit pulsed once
at the start of decoding is used to establish the binary digit weightsj
successive digit pulses in the received si(^nal gate the output of the
circuit and the gated outputs are combined for demodulation.
The M.I.T. coder and decoder have not been put together to form
a complete sys tem, and hence neither has been fully tested in operation
and a working system for study of the propertios of pulse code modula-
j^ tion has not materialized at the Institute. It is to be expected that
H Smith, B.D. Jr., "Pulse-Code Modulation liethod*| Thesis for S.U.
^ iggree, M.I.T. , June, 1948*
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oonsiderabla work will be done in this field in the future, and it be-
MM»t apparent that the derelopraent of an accurate decoder, readily
adaptable to use with various types of coders, is desirable*

CHAJTKR II
IRIPTIOir OP THg DECtPER
In ths d»*lgn of a dsoodlng olrouit for us* in •xpsrioMntal
work iwith coders of rarious typ«t exacting r«quir«BMatt of aoouraoy
and flaxiMlity mgt b« B«t« Th« deoodar to b« described has been
desigaed with those requirements in miud, at the sacrifioe of simnli-
ficatioB*
Principle of Decoding
The method of decoding emloyed, originally proposed by B*
D. Smithy aakes use a simple resistanee neftwork shown in Figure II-l*
The voltage at point "A" of this nsrtwork is given by the expressions
'a
In this expression k takes on the integer values correspond-
ing to the nombers of the switches closed to the voltage source Y*
Thus thn switches contribute to the voltage T^^ in accordance with the
binary digit system. In the decoder the incondng fCM digit pulses
are caused to operate the oorresponding switches and the voltage T,^
is sampled after the arrival at eaoh digit series*
Opration of the Deooder
The deooder is shofen in blook diagram in Figure II-2* Wav*»
fonas and timing relationships are shown in Figure II-S« Operation
will be explained with reference to these figures*
B^chroniting pulses from the cod or (Figure IL-S(a)) are ap-

















































(a) SVWC. PULSES (PROM CODER)
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tangular pulae of variable width (Figure II-3(o))* This width ad-
justment is provided to permit proper synchronisation with the
coder output; the trailing edge of the pulses is caused to coin-
cide with the midpoint of the first digit pulse from the coder* ^n
outp\xt of this multivibrator is used to synchronize the 5il Frequency
Multiplier ^2* Adjustment is provided to permit synchronization of
this lailtiplier at varying repetition rates. Its output (Figure II-3(d)),
together with that of the Synchronizing Multivibrator^ is applied to
the CoBButator Circuit, 73-V7, who4e five stages produce pulse* at
the basic repetition rate, staggered in time relationship*
The incoming PCM signal (Figure II-3(b)) is inverted and
amplified by YSA and passed to the Variable Level ^licer 79^ which
clips top and bottom of the signal to remove fluctuations due to
noise* Its output is applied to the Cathode Follower V8B« an integrml
pert of the PCM Oating Circuit yiOA-yi4A« In the presence of a PCM
digit pulse each stage of the Gating Circuit passes the output of the
corresponding stage of the ^omnutator Circuit* The gated outputs are
shown as solid lines in ^igure II-3(e)| dotted lines indicate output
pulses that are blocked off by the absence of a PCM enabling pulse*
The gated CofOnutator Circuit outputs are applied to the cor-
responding Decoding Fiip.Fiops» TIG-VZO^ turning each of the fire circuits
"on" or leaving it "off" in accordanoe with the presence or absence
of the corresponding digit pulse in the incoming PCM signal* At the
end of the cycle of operation the flip-flops are turned off by the












Outputs of tha Decoding *'lip-Plopf are applied to the Buffer
Stages V10B-.V14B, whose plate oxcureioni are limited by diode
llmltere V21-V25 to values of and 75 volts. The Buffer Stagei oorres-
pond to the switches of ?igure !• Their outputs (Figure 3(f)) are ooit-
bined in the Deocding i-iesistaoae Networks whose output voltage is the
"stepladder" of Figure 3(g). This voltage la sampled by the Saiapling
Circuit y28 and 729 at tlie time of the leading edge of the Synohroniz-
lag HultlTlbrator output (Figure 3(o)) and held on a storage oondanser
until the time of the next sample* Output of the sampling oirouit Is
passed through a loi^pass filter to regain the intelligence signal
that originated at %he oodar«
Disoussion of Circuitry
Circuit diagrams for the deooder are shown in Figures II-4a to
II-4f • The Synchronizing Ibiltivibrator VI is a oonventianal "one- shot"
oircuit* By means of the pulse width control Rl the output pulse may
be varied from about 5-20 mieroseoonds in duration* The 5il Ifultlplier
V2 is a conventional free-running BttltlTibrator whose natural period
ean be varied frcsi about 7-25 mloroseooads by means of the control R2f
thus permitting synohronisation with a variety of input signals* These
circuits provide timing pulses for the entire decoder*
The Comriutator Circuit V3-V7 is a riig eounter quite similar
to that used in the Army's ftxiao computer. In the Bniac circuit,
a special pulslzg oirouit is provided to drive the ring at the
cathodes! thus the additiona! loading of the grids brought about by the
input circuit is avoided. Cathod" drive was found, however, to be un-
satisfactory for the present purpose beoause of the presend# of a pulse


























































































































































of oornldorf.ble laagnitude In th« plate circuits of all stages at th»
tin* of oocurrenco of •aoh driving pulsa. The oomran cathod* circuit
used la the Bnlao ring counter to avoid improper operation has been
retained in the present counter. It is seen that the oathodes of the
"A* halves of all stages are ground od through a oaranDii Impedance,
-nhile the "B" halves are grounded through another impedance of letiser
BAgpaitude • In operation, on* of the "A" halves and four of the "1"
halves are conducting at any time* Vegative pulses fipplied to the **A"
halves "bring about the change in state, cutting off the one "A" half
that i« oonduoting. Coupling from the "A" plate of each Btage to the
"A" grid of the following stage causes the stages to trigger in
proper sequence* The tiiae constant of this ooupllng circuit is five
tines thit of the coupling circuit vvhich transmits ir/^ut pulses (of
opposite polarity) to the seae gridf this relationaliip Insures that
•aeh stage will trigger aa and off pcoperly. Proper synohronization
of the circuit is brought about by deriving the "off" trigger for the
first stage from the Synehronising Multivibrator | once turned on by
the last stage the first stage ean be turned off only by the pulse
froB this source* In operation the cirouit starts with any one of the
taf«e 0A« and counts snocessivo pulses fron the Sil Miltiplier up to
the point ifhere the last sitage is turned off| it reiaains in this
oondition until the arrival of a pulse at the first stage, and there-
after proceeds la proper eynohronitation*
The Inverter^Aoiplifier V8A ie an ordinary amplifier stage with
variable o&thode des«neration to persiit adjustment of gain. Figure
II*6 shows the PGM input to this oirouit for lero interference!
Figure ll-^ shows the input in the presence of an interfering pulse

TUfmm li*9* if^M Zapit to i^^^^mt vltliout Xnt«rfer«iioti.
Ul*6» <c^ input to L)««o4ttr in i^rummi^m of Int«rfort?inoo«
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slgoal* Thm Yarlabls L«t«1 ^lic^r V9 is of a typ« •riginally d«->
ign«d at Bell l«laphoae Laboi-aturi«t« ^ Although tne olrcuit r*-
••bl«s in oonriguBation that of a oathode-oouplad ml tivibrator,
it funotiona in a difforant oanner beoauta of tha ohoica of paranatar
vuluas and tha addition of tha oryata.1 diodes at the grids* In parti-
eularj tha plate load resistor for the first trioda is aade smll ao
as to give approxiioately unity gain around Lhe fa&dbaok path Mhma.
both triodet are oondTioting, and the plate«to-grid coupling oondansar
la Bade large onough to hold Tirtually oonst&nt potential during
operation* Tha oirouit trips whaneTar uhe input signal drops through
a narrow potential range and trips bi-.ok again when the signal risea
through this stjae range* Potential level of this narrow slice Bay be
Tftried by means of H5«
The oathoda follower V8R produces a cathode potential rary*-
ing from Tolts in the presence of a digit pulse to about 40 volts
in tha absence o*? one. The cathodes of the PCM Gating Circuit V10A<-
T14A share the cathode load of the cathodes follower* In tha presence
of a digit pulse the grids of tUese stages are slightly belowcotoff
«
and a positive pulse applied to any of them by the Gowoutator Circuit
is passed en to the oorresponding Deooding Flip-Flop stagei in the
absence of a digit pulse the grids of these stages are well below
eutoff and pulses fron the Ccnnutator Olruuit are blocked. Figure II«7
shows the waveform at the commoa eathode* This wave form is unaffeota 1
by the interfereaoe shown in Figure II-6,
The I>ecoding F lip-Flops Y1^V20 are of oonventioaal design*
laoh stage is triggered "on" by pulses passed by tha assoeiated
^ aaeham, L* A« itnd Petarson, E., **An Srperimental Kultlchannel Pulse
Code Modulcitiju System of Toll qmmlity"i B.S. T.J. 27,1 (Jan.,l»48),29*

Figure II-7. vvaveform at J6A. (PCM gating pulses and
gatea Commutator Circuit output pulses)
,
Figure 11-8. "Staircase" Waveform at J12A, (Cathode
Follower V8 removed to simulate all digit pulses present)

9^i$»jfg CirMtt «Ucii» Md "off'' bf Um tnaU^ migm of thi
tilg JiiltiTibmtor wi^piii Cou^Uik «• tlio first stu^^ rr«i i;m c»t«
•f tlMi fiMt tiMt tm "CB* pOm la this oij*ai*it Mat
iUwnitlMi sf ta^ &ftamm^ -mrtiMlsrly iu thu dssica of tb« first
•tsffs* is tbs ob"* snd *9ff" pists jwrtiliiil IsmtsI* siass rMlstsuM
•ssfdiJ^ %^ itm MPfsP stefM ^< Highly «««ln^U« ^tes rsas^ for tids
is sytisrsnt ttcm s gisiw at ths vsmtfom fo^ ths first st ^^s (^'Igurs
n-^(f))l if 'hm first illicit vvawm is en (or off) for lisma mmm^
slTs o>«lss iapfOfsr oi^sr*ti«i will rssalt lAtti osatoossr Mupliog*
f^tfthsff«ors# sli^lt flttotttstimis «f tto fUi^flop plsts p«tsati*ls at
tils Us* sT ths tei^ii« «4c<f of tte gjmtHusLiili^ IkatiTlbratM* siiW
prt 0slss (trs iBjillflsd lor tks teffsr stagss «lMB siwiisussr ^tonpHni
i« us«<i*
thm ibffsr ttacss nOB-V14B ars sslf-Mnssd by a eathods ^-C
•ir««it« sosBMs ts all stB^se^ to a potsntial tddsay ls>iii ths soi*
siitisii sf tks PsBSils^ Flip»yiep plat«s« Yhs tlrsst rssistHMs caupl«
y« tfass ttaisss ths MTfVni to shift frsa tbs Sfttaff •snditioA to a
hmri^T'^mtmfliM^ swiltftiB «lth •faM^ in ths 8t«.ta of tfas assooiatoA
fU»-fisp.
UsdtiiC 4io«ss Y21-V25 ImU tbs tfumrsloos sf ths baffta*
platsa ts SBd VS Tolts (sstablislMd by %Im H t«bs Vl...
tbs biAffsr plfttse zo Um l>sso41i^ 3«sistsfBSS
jMipsnu By I SMSi %% JiMpsrs tbs sribsr of
4l4its ssatf ooA bs Assrsass<! for iiptrt—itil pMrfosss* By rsvs'*s>
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ixif th» ^xaupmrt tha docoder oan b« r«adily adapted to use ivlth a
coder whose digit sequonoe is seversod. Resistors used in the
decodija^ network are of the wire-wound precision type* For the
first stage the pls.be resistanoe of the liiiitin^ diode beoomes
signifiosiit* end a eompensatiag potentionieter R6 is shunted aeress
the nociine.117 25K resistance. Figures 11- 8 t^irough 11-10 show
Tarioxis waveforms at the output of the oathode follower 72TA.
The sampling Circuit ^Z^TZd is a wartime deTeloprafist of the
Radiation Laboratory« M«I«T. It was found to ^Te oonsiderably
more aoourate samples than other circuits belted* ka important
faotor leading to this superiority is the reduobion of oa^city
coupling between input and output of tiie oirouiti in the parallel-
triode oircuit en^loyed in the ^^^LaE* oodor cotrxsiderablo distortion
of the eexiiple results fron coupling through the inter-v/inding
oap&city of the pulse transformer* Fi^urec 11-11 and 12 show the
output of the two oirouits*
The decoded signal for 52-lev-el PGIf is shown Im Figure
II-13| the sano sig^al after filtering is shown in Figure 11-14 •
Figures 11-15 through 11-18 show the decoded signal for 16, 8« 4
•d 2-leTel PCM, respeotiTely. Failure of the sanpling circuit
holding condensers to fully charge is apparent in the 2-leTel and
4-lev-el oases*
Chanoe, Britton, ^Mmm Precision Circuit Techniques Usod in Tfare-
Form Generation cjid Tine Mer.surcL^ent"; ^9fV9 Boi. Inst. 17^ 10
(Oct., 1946), 410.

Figure II-9. "Staircase" if/aveform at J12A, (Full
load signal applied to coder)
,
Figure 11-10. "Staircase" V/aveform at J12A.




Figure 11-11. Output of ^Parallel Triode Sampling Circuit.
(Sampling coder approximating voltage, 16 levels).
Figure 11-12. Output of Four-Diode Sampling Circuit.
(Sampling decoder "staircase" voltage, Z,:, levels).

Figure 11-13. 32-Level Decoder Output before Filtering.
(200 c.p.s, sine wave input to coder).
Figure 11-14. 32-Level Decoder Output after Filtering.
(200 c.p.s, sine wave input to coder).

Figure II -lo. 16-Level Decoder Output before Filtering.
(200 c.p.s, sine wave input to coder)
,
Figure 11-16, 8-Level Decoder Output before Filtering.
(200 c.p.s, sine wave input to coaer)
.
w
Figure 11-17, 4-Level Decoder Output before Filtering
(200 c.p.s, sine wave inimt to coder).
Figure 11-18, 2-Level Decoder Output before Filtering.
(200 c.p.s, sine wave input to coder).
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Upon the oompletlcm of d«8ign« ooDistruoticm and test of th«
clsooder cirouity a FCM system vras set up using the decoder in oon^
junctloB with a ooder developed in the spring of this year by
Blanohard D« Smith, Jr« at the M.I.T* Research laboratory of
ElectroBios** Vo carrier signal ivas «nployed« since modulation
and demodulation of the carrier in a PCU system inrolres no new
techniques* The synchronising input to the decoder was obtained
fron the trigger signal for the first "flip-flop" in the coder*
Considerable difficulty was had ia obtaining proper synchronization
of ooder and decoder, although in tests with a stable source of
synchronizing pulses it Iiad be^^n found that the decoder renaiaed
properly "looked in" with a signal varying as Bsich as 5^ in
frequency* This difficulty is ascribed to the use of a blocking
oscillator as the source of basic repetition rate in the coder
|
this blocking oscillator is loaded by a step counter circuit
which contributes to its frequency instability. A certain amount
of success was had in overcx>iidng this problem of synchronisation
vben an external synchi'oui zing signal was applied to the blocking
oscillator, but best results were obtained during nigl^it-time and
weeknezMi tests when power supply fluotuattons were at a niniaun*
Sidth, B. D.,Jr., "Pulse-Code Modulation Method i Thesis for










iVequoncy response of the system is dependent upon the response
of the sarplin; circuits used at the coder input and at the decoder out-
put, ^oth circuits are of the "boxcar" type, in which the input roltage
is sanqpled at regular intervals and the sample amplitude held throughout
the interval. For an ideal sampler of this type, the ratio of the fun-
damental component in the output to Lhe input is given by the expression
In this expression f^^ and fj. are the audio frequency and the sampling
frequency, respectively, ^is function is plotted in Figure III-l, to-
gether with the measured respoaso of the four-diode sampling circuit
used in the decoder. Response of the parallel-triode circuit used at
th« coder innut is also shown in this figure.
Overall frequency response is essentially the product of the
responses of these two sampling circuits. Figure IH-2 shown the theor-
etical ideal response (the square of the response for one ideal cir-
cuit) and the measured response for the actual system.
Helther of the sampling circuits functions in an entirely sat-
isfactory manner. A considerable amount of capacity exists between
input -xnd output of the parallel triode circuit, and is partially res-
ponsible for its poorer frequency response. The four-diode circuit is
better in this respect, since the plate-to-oathod© capaclLy of the
diodes is involved instead of the interwinding capacity of the pulse






transforiacr* Further ImproTsnaait oould b« had by tha us« of crystal
diodes in plao* of the 6H6 Taouum tubes* iUiothar factor entering
into tha fraquenojr raspoasa bS both circuits is Inoompleta charging
of the holding capacitor during tha pulse. This is illustrated by
tha vavaforn for tvo-laral decoder output (Figure 11-18 )• Both
circuits exhibit this fault i it is again less apparent in the four-
diode circuity and substitution of crystal diodes should again make
for inproremoit*
Distortion
As has baoa previously pointed out» distortion due to
quantisation of the signal varies with orientation of the si|ptial
level with respect to the quantization steps when H, the number of
such steps* if UBall^ and aj^roaches the hyperbola D/ \ Z 0*817\rma } w
whan I is large (the hyperbolic approocimation involves negligible
error for I greater than 20)* For a sinusoidal input signal, distor-
tion companents have baen shom to be odd hamonics of tha fundamsntal
frequency* App^oation of the sanpling proosss to this distor-
tion produces oon^onents scattered throughout the fraqusncy spectrum*
Bennett v has shown that tha r.m*s* response of an ideal low-pass
filter 9 of autoff frequency eqiaal to one-half the sampling rate, to
a sampled signal of this type (assuming infinitesmal duration of
samples) is equal to the r*m*s* value of the signal
before sampling* Because of the finite frequency
Clavier, A.O., Pfanter, P*F* and Oreig, ^* D*, "PCM Distortion
Analysis'*! Elec* Eng*, 66, 11 (Hov*, 1947), 1120
# Bennett, W. a., "Spectra of Quantised Signals") Bell Sys* Tech*
Jnl*. £7, 3 (July, 1948), 446*
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range required for transition from pass band to cutoff, a correction
factor nuat be applied in determining the roBponse of a practical filt-
er. For the ararage filter this factor is approximately J/s* Theore-
tically, then, distortion in the filtered output is giren by the ex-
preision D^^mM) : 2:707 ^j^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^^^
Measurements of distortion in the system for various numbers of
quantising larrels were made and are plotted in Figure II 1-3* ^e
Hewlett-Packard ]yU>del 330B Distortion Analyser was used for making these
measurements* As ^inith has pointed out, these measurements are made
inaccurate by the fact that the analyser does not actually naaflure r«m«s.
distortionj instead, it measures the average value of the distortion
•ilpial and indicates r*m«s« value by scale conversion*
Of greater concern is the sharp increasa in distortion, regard-
less of numbar of levels, at a frequency well below half the sampling
rate* ^'his breakdown is due largely to the previously-mentioned fault
of the sampling circuits used at input and at output of the systemj
failure of the holding oondansers to completely charge or discharge dur-
ing the Dulsing interval introduces large amounts of distortion*
Improvement of the sampling circuits will not eliminata in-
crease in distortion vd.th frequency* Even for the ideal "boxcar"
sampling circuit fundamental output falls off with frequency while
distortion consonants vary radicnlly*
iadio signals (speech and music) ware introduced into the system
for qualitative test of performaaoa* Kesults ware similar to thosa
reported by others, but demonstrated the poor diptortion characteris-
tics 0^" the system at the higher frequencies* background noise due to




quantization, and quite noticeable when thirty-tv/o levels
were used. The "square speech" resulting from
two-level quantisatioa waa found to be intelligible at lon^ as
Tolume range of the ipeaker vras not too great*
Digtortion in the Preeenee of Interferenoe
In order to confirm the interferenoo-reduotion oh&racteris-
tiee of PCM the Tariable-ejoplitude output of a pulse generator vas
added to tho FCH signal input to the decoder ^ using a simple re-
si stesMe adding oirouit* A oonOR groimd existed between the two
input signals* Assuming an ideal slioing oireuit designed to
aoeept only signals of anplitude equal to or greater than the PCX
•igpoal^ no distortion of the deooder output will exist until the
interfering signal is equal in aaplitude to the PClil signal* Distor-
tion resulting after this threshold is reached is dependent <m
the duty cyole of the interfering pulse generator and not upon its
frequency^ provided thtit no harmomio relationship exists betweeat
its frequenoy and the digit repetition rate*
The introduction of a signal of this type at the deooder
input oan be treated as a proiblem in probability* Asciuning an
Interfcsscnoe duty oycle (ratio of pulse duration to repetition
period) R« it followrs that the probability that any one of the
CoBButator Circuit outpvti will be gated by the interferenoe in
any one oyole of decoder operHtion is also R* Prorided that oa»-
plete laok of synohroolsation between interference and PCM input
exists, the gating probabilities for the fire CoHMttator Cirouit
outputs are independent of one another^ and the Bernoulli Distribu-
tion Liiw applies* Tor our purposes the law may be expressed as
follows I
nt (ni-n)t
Ooldman, Stanford, '*Frequenoy Analysis, Modulation and
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P (n) is th« proba-bility that n Comroutator Circuit outputs of a
total of m -will be gated in one oyola of daeodar oparatioa*
For th« fiT9-digit t\'it«m xmder tast, m ' 5« and tha ax-
pretsion beoomaat
^M = 120 R»(l-R)^"*
nl(5-n;i
Tha ooripfutad Taluea of F(n) for various values of R are given
in Table III-l.
Tor each value of n there is equal probability of generat-
ing any cne of a number of differofnt amplitude levels* One digit
pulse, for example, can generate asiplitudes of 1,2,4,8 or 16
unitsi "vvhich one of these is produoed depends on the position of
the pulse* Table III-2 gives the amplitude levels as^ooiated
with eaoh value of n, and the number L of suoh levels*
The probability of generating any given umplltude level
is the product of two factors i first, the probability of generat-
ing the n^nnbor of digit pulses required to form the level, and
eeond, the probability of forming the level in question when the
required xmnbor of digit pulses are present* la equation form,
P(M) s P(n)
L.
The values of n and L oorresponding to a given value of I are
obtained frosi Table III-2*
The BMan square value of the signal produced at the




P(n} for Various Valuas of R.
0.50 0.155 0.313 0.313 0.155 0.031
0.25 0.396 0.255 0.088 0.015 0.001
0.10 0,328 0.073 0.008 0.0005 —...
0.02 0.092 0.004 ...•«• ......
TABLE III-2.
liqslitude Lvrolt for Yarlouf Talu«8 of I.
L Asvoclatod Asplitude Lavelt y~^
1 • 1.2.4,8.16 341
2 10 3.6.6,9,10,12,17,18.20.24 1984
S 10 7,11,13,14,19,21,22,25,26,28 3906
4 • 15,23,27,29,30 S224
• 1 31 961
TAfiI£ III-3.
R.M.S. Dietortion for ^arioug Values of R.
% Total Out-
1 R.M.8. Diitortlon put Signal
(for Full-Load Sinusoid)
0.50 18.0 units 84^
0.25 U.l 72%
0.10 6.35 " 60^
0.02 2.71 " 24^
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Th« l.M.S. fxmctlon Is tabulated in Tablo III-S. The table alto
includes a talsulation of this distortion as percentage of total
output signal for full-load sinusoidal input
•
The results of experimental measuremsnts of distortioa
under the conditions described are shoem in Figure I1I-4* The
Hevlett-Raekard Model 330B Distortion ^Hialyser nas a^ain used,
and the accuracy of measured distortion values is again com-
prOBised by its sMthod of ineasursMit» Measurements were aade at
several frequsncies both above soad belov the digit repetition
frequency in order to confina the fact that duty cycle and not
frequency of the interfering signal is the faotor determining the
distortion*
Although the experinental results are of little value in
a fWuititative sense, they demonstrate the existence of the
expected shnrp threshold interfwenoe level and the decrease in
distortion with decrease in interference duty cycle* The finite
range of aaplitude ratios required for the buildup to ultiioate
distortion level is ascribed to the fact that the Yariable-Level
Slicer Circuit operates over a narrow but finite range of input
voltages instead of the infinltennally narrow range assusied in
the theoretieal discussion* The change in threshold level with
•kuige in interference duty cycle is due to high-frequenoy attenua-






R»CfiiMidmtlon8 for Purthr Study
lapraremaotg in Bqulprrint
Th« moat serious difficulty •xpsrisne^d in working with th«
F0M system has been found to lie in the ooder tining oirouits* *
Figure IT<-1« fron the referenoe paper , shovs these eirouits* TIA
is a free-nmning blocking oseillator^ operating at a repetition
rate of about 50 koos* TUB if a blocking oscillator driven by
the output of the step-eharging oirouit oiade up of C3l« 032 « 72,
R91« R92 and 035* A stairoase vaTeform is generated across 032
«
and is passed on to the cathode follower TSl.* Oathods potential
of this tube is applied to the grids of tubes T4«77 (not shown)
iddch form a ooBzoitator circuit* The cathodes of these tubes are
biased suceessirely more positiTc^ so that coaseoutire risers of
the stairoase trigger the tubes In proper sequence* These tubes
are dependent upon accurate step sice for proper operation*
R92 ia the adjustment for step sise* This site anst be
such that the coMutator stages trigger properly and at the sane
time nust be such that the blocking oscillator TIB ttiggers on
erery fifth riser* Adjustment of R92 changes both the step site
and the d»c lerel of the bcttom stepi this fact makes for a
critically narrow range of settings where proper operation of TIB
occurs* The ocoBiutatcr circuit bias voltages anst be accurately
* lmith« B.D.jr*, "Pulve Oode Modulation lfethod"| Thesis for












adjufltod 80 as to giva proper oparation within thit narroir ranga of
•attingi
•
Undar idaal ooaditioat tha strict raquiramants for tha
sotting of R92 oan ba mat« and satisfactory oparation obtained* It
it apparent « hotrarar, that tha circuit is critically dependant on
the maintenance of the proper imTefom at the piste of the blocking
•seillator TIA* Ihider normal daytime ODor^ting conditions « with
aooonpanying fluctuations in line suoply Toltage. this imreforK
•aimot be maintained^ and erratic operation of tha coder results.
Changes in batio repetition rata of the blookiag oscillator also
enter into the problems adjustawt of R92 changes the loading on
lA and oausat radical ohanges in fraquancy which the decoder
(synchronised by the output of TIB) oannot follow*
9mm improrammt in stability was obtained by changing tha
Talues of some of the resistors in the oonmitator circuit bias net-
work, and it is possible that farther experimentation along this
]!• Bay Bake for more imprnr—nt* Regulation of filamant supply
TOltaga would undoubtedly improre operation during line roltaga
fluctuations* It is felt, howarrer, that oomplete redesign of
timing and cooDutator oircuits^ with elimination of the blookiag
oseillator source of basio repetition rata, is desirable* Timing
itatm* circuits similar to those used in the decoder are ra-
mded*
OiBeiderable imnroTamant im higb-frequenoy raaponse of the
syrtsB will result fron correction of the faults in the sampliaf
oirouits. These faults have been diseussad in a prae«4ing seotion of
!l
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this paper, but ^11 be brlofly reTl«rwed at thlf point, 'ailing off
of the fraqutnoy r^epodsa and distortion at high frequonolas aro duo
to Inoonploto oharglng of tho holding oondonsar during tho pulsing
Intarral and to tho existonoo of a direct oapaolty path between la-
put and output* The four-diode oiroult used In the decoder Is some-
iihat better than the psorallel trlode oiroult used In the coder at
regards the first of these faults, and Is far better as regards the
second* Further Inproreiamt In both respeots are to be expected froa
•ubstltutlou of crystal diodes for the raouuB tubes used In the de-
coder* Lengthening of the drirlng pulse. If feasible. Is also re-
OflBBsnded* The Uniting factor In any attenpt to do this will be the
pulse traaaforser used*
The IxLput-to-output capacity of the sampling circuit used in
the coder affects operation of the oasqiarisia oiroult and ultimately
changes the character of the outgoing POM pulses* Vor ideal operation
the inputs to the oonparlson circuit are constant in amplitude for
the duration of each digit rer>etiticn period* If the oottstant-
•plitude sample of the audio signal is greater In magnitude than the
approximating voltage, a digit pulse is transmitted* Leading axiA
trailing edges of the digit pulses coincide ^vith the instants of
ebsoige in the apprmxlmating Toltage* The code signal tranndtted
and reoeired at the decoder is a true representation of the sampled
audio Talue*
The pretence of input-to-output capacity In the sampling
circuit causes distortion of the samples passed to the oomparittA
elr<n2it* Instead of being constant in amplitude, the sample Is
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rarying throughout the digit repetition period. The coBpariton
circuit Bay be foroed to "change its Blind" at eoue time during
the period aesigned to one of the digit pulses^ with resultant
foreshortening or late appearance of that pulse* In either eaee,
improper deooding vlil ocour if the decoder nakes its test for
the presenoe of thm pulse before the change occurs*
partial solution to the problem discussed abore is to
adjust tkc decoder so th:it the test is oade as late as possible
in the period assigned to eaoh digit* Iflisa this soheac is attempt*
ed« hdrerer^ a piint is reached at which operation of the decoder
suddonly fails completely* The Synchronizing Ifultivibrator is
rather heavily loadedj at the point in question its output fails t9
reliably trigger the Decoding Flip-Flop stages* Iflnor modifications
in design of the circuit to permit further iMgthciiiag of its out-
put pulse are recommsaded if modifioatioas to the coder sampllnf
circuit do not soItc the iiffioulty* It should be noted^ hovcTer,
that the circuit as herein described permits widening of the pulse
MAsiAsrably beyond the halfway point in the digit period (the
proper time for testing fcr the presence of digit pulses rcimdo4
cff by limited transmissioii bandwidth)*
Ccntinuation of l&tperimcntal TTork
The study of distortion effects in PCU caused by interfer-
ence frcB a pnlse-type signal leads at aace to the question of
distortion due to other types of interference* Of particular
interest is the question of random noise. Such interference might

-:<?-
aria* from natuval oe.ut«s in a len^hy trancBlgcian path^ or mi^ht
orlglnata (in military applie?-tiG(iis) in aaaaad* jouaLnf aqaipnant*
Such equipment proridei a roudlly availabls naant of tatting tha
parfomanoe of a PCM syateia in the praionaa of noisa-type intarfar«
aaoa* An aoalTsis of the problain would inrolTa* in addition to
the work oarrled out in this paper for pulsa-typa intarfaranoa, tha
use of probability funotion.8 for the nolta signal itself* Xn Bak-
ing tests with this type signal, tha slicing laral should be sat to
half the PGM aaplitude instead of equal to it as was done in tha
ease of the pulse-typa interference* Tha raasoa for this ohaaga is
that tha noise signal is equ£.lly distributad on both sides of the d*o
larelf proper siloing occurs when peaks of one polarity are as likely
to introduce a pulse supoosedly absent as are peaks of the opposite
polarity to mask r pulse supposedly present*
Aa interesting, though perhaps not too instruotiva, stu^
that night be aade is an InTestig&tioai of tha possibllitias of
"ticker-tape'* recordings. Ho particular diffioultias involved la
such a prooess are readily apparent, and the production of Icncwooat
ktns nd coBcierolal recordings by use of PGK seena a distinct pos-
sibility*
The construotlen of a nultipleaced POM systan is an obrlous
subject for firther development at M«I*T« Considerable work has
already been done along these lines by the telephone oaspaBles, but
the field is new enough to permib room for many additional workars
without too Buoh duplication of effort* The deeoder described im
this paper was designed v/ith oultlplexing im mind, and should, with
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th© addition of outpiit ooBiaitfttor circuits, huidle without difficulty
at l«art thr<9e ohannslfl using the lampling rata now employad*
Tha prinoiple problam to ba mat in the PC!! field is sinplifi-
cation of aquipmant* Ths •Mplaxlty of BOst prssant-day apparatus
is tramendous • tha systam at prasant undar study is an axaallsnt
aKaaple, anploying soma sixty tubas, most of thsB diial triodos, to
coda azid daooda cna ohannal of infomatiOB* Baoausa of this oonplozity
tbt talaphona eoBpanias, ^th adaquata spaoa for tarminal aquipnit
»
haTs baan tha principle baekars of POM azparimantation* Sliiq>llfioatio]i
of aqaipmant would quickly open up aany othar fields for tha use of
PCM* ia extreme example of this potential applioability is the field
of guided isissile telemetering* For long-range work, tha nois*-
suppresslon charaeteristies of TCM jnaka it ideally miitable in this
field* Ota the other hand, the extresia spaoa and weight llnltations
Ij^osad GQ equipment mounted in the missile put present-day PGM
coding equipment eomnletaly out of the picture*
Military ooamlcations is a field to which PCM is by
aature well adapted. The derelopment of soae means of rarylng tlM
•ode used for transmissiQn would be a Taluable oontrlbutioBi to the
problem of aoBrrunicatioas teourlty* The coding problem could be
roadily solrad by the use of a coding tube of the type used in tho
Bell Telephone laboratories* experimental system briefly described
earlier in this paper* Any desired code eould be obtained by
proper punaiiiiiK of the aperture plate, and the code in use eould
be readily changed by changing tubes* Decoding of tha signal is
a far more coiiplicated problam that remains to be solred*
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Coagi durable aotlTlty is now golzi£ oa in th« F6M fl«ld« and
rapid adTanott ar« likal/ in bhe not-too-siiftajit futuro* It it
}iop«d that tho availability of a decoder adaptable to use yrtth a
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